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We Heart Veterans
“Serving Those Who Served”
WHV (We Heart Veterans) is a nonprofit company that was formed with the very specific mission of providing home care
services for those Veterans with active duty war time service and their Widows (WWII, Korean, Vietnam, and Gulf War
Veterans).

Core Values
•
•
•
•
•

We Heart Veterans works with 65 and older active duty service Veterans and their widows
Provide HomeCare for WWII, Korean, Vietnam, and Gulf war Veterans
Promote safety by providing wheel chair ramps, safety rails, and medical equipment
Navigate VA system to find benefits for Veterans and their Widows
Work with other non-profits to bring relief to our aging Veterans

Wisdom- Having the experience and good judgment to help our nation’s Veterans. We must never forget that our
military Veterans are the reason each and every one of us can sleep soundly at night. What we have is the result of our
Veterans’ sacrifices, which do not go unnoticed.
Excellence- Strive for the highest quality and continuous improvement. Be thoughtful and decisive in leadership, and
accountable for our actions. We Heart Veterans will not rest on our accomplishments, but rather build on them in our
journey to be the best we can be and set new standards. We will expect more of ourselves and exceed expectations in
every project.
Commitment- Work diligently to serve Veterans and their families. Be driven by an earnest belief in We Heart Veterans’
mission. Fulfill individual and organizational responsibilities. Veterans have earned our gratitude and respect; they swore
an oath to protect and defend our way of life. Now it is our turn to give back to those who answered the call.
Advocacy- Be truly Veteran-centric by identifying, fully considering, and appropriately advancing the interests of
Veterans and their families. We Heart Veterans will work to ensure a better quality of life, overcome barriers that restrict
opportunities, and be responsive to and emphasize with individual needs and wishes.
Respect- Each and every Veteran has served our United States military with honor and pride; therefore, we serve them
in the same manner, and treat them as they should be treated. We pledge to treat others with dignity and respect; it is
what allows us to appreciate the best in other people.
Ethical- Do what’s right, legally and morally. We Heart Veterans will remain ethical by adhering to moral principles,
requiring that we do and say nothing that deceives others. We Heart Veterans will act with high moral principle, adhere
to the highest professional standards, and maintain the trust and confidence of all with whom we engage.

